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Abstract—In this paper, we do a research on the keyword extraction method of news articles. We build a candidate keywords graph model based on the basic idea of TextRank, use Word2Vec to calculate the similarity between words as transition probability of nodes’ weight, calculate the word score by iterative method and pick the top N of the candidate keywords as the final results. Experimental results show that the weighted TextRank algorithm with correlation of words can improve performance of keyword extraction generally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of computer and Internet, there is more and more accumulation of document data. People gradually enter from the age of lack of information into the age of information overload: too much information makes users can't find what they want from the Internet. In the face of huge data, how to dig out the useful information and help users find the content they really need has been an important problem. To solve the problem, keyword extraction is a good solution.

Keyword is the smallest unit to express the core meaning of a document. Several keywords will be selected on the news, academic or social label to summary document theme content, helping users quickly understand the full articles and estimate whether the document is for their interested or necessary to read. So keyword extraction is a good solution.

Keyword extraction is the smallest unit to express the core meaning of a document. Several keywords will be selected on the news, academic or social label to summary document theme content, helping users quickly understand the full articles and estimate whether the document is for their interested or necessary to read. So keyword extraction is a good solution.

Typical supervised extraction methods are classified as two or multiple classification problem. The former judges whether a candidate word can be a keyword or not, while the latter treats controlled vocabularies as the set of candidate keywords [1]. This method could make use of the existing information for maximum. Although it can obtain good effect, we need to manually label training data beforehand, which is laborious and does not apply to Internet age.

Unsupervised methods are without human intervention, which extracts keywords directly through the information of the text, improving the efficiency greatly. Thus, it becomes the main direction of current research. Mainstream unsupervised methods can be summarized as three kinds [2]: keyword extraction based on the statistical characteristics of TF-IDF, keyword extraction model based on the theme of keywords and keyword extraction based on word graph model.

Among them, the word graph model treats the document as a network composed of words, based on the theory of PageRank [3] link analysis to iterative calculation of the importance of words, which doesn’t need training data set and can only use the information of document itself to
calculate significance of candidate keywords and realize keyword extraction. On the basis of these advantages, it becomes the mainstream method of current unsupervised keyword extraction method [2].

TextRank method is typical of word graph model method. Because of its good extraction effect, TextRank has been widely researched in academic. So in the paper, we study the algorithm based on TextRank as the basis of word graph calculation.

B. Keyword Extraction Algorithms Based on TextRank

Word Graph

TextRank algorithm is derived from the classical PageRank algorithm [5]. PageRank is a famous algorithm from Google, which used to measure the value of particular web pages. Its main idea is: if there is a large number of web pages link to a page or some important pages link to the page, the page will has a high value. The score of a page achieves from all the pages with connection. Through iteration to calculate and finally getting the page’s importance score.

When PageRank algorithm introduced into the field of natural language processing, TextRank was born, which is widely applied in keywords extraction. It divides article into several component units, and chooses important components to build graph model. A set of inbound vertexes, means the vote of the supporters. The higher the number and the higher the importance of the vertex. Through voting or recommending mechanism between the vertexes can realize keyword extraction without direction [6]. Compared with TF-IDF which only considers word frequency itself, TextRank also considers the semantic relations between words in the document.

At present, TextRank has been extensive researched in academic, and a brief introduction is as the follow:

Yang Jie et al. (2008) proposed a multiple document keywords extraction method based on TextRank [7]. The method used ATF*PDF to calculate words’ weight for selecting candidates, extracted content words of weighting for candidate keywords, constructed TextRank model according to the semantic relation between candidates, iterated calculation until convergence, extracted keywords after sequencing at last. This method considered word frequency, part of speech and the semantic relation between words. The result of the experiment showed that this method could effectively extract multiple document keywords. Compared with tag clustering method based on keyword, its precision was increased by 4.2%, recall rate was increased by 7%, and F-measure was increased by 4.6%.

Li Peng et al. (2012) proposed a web page keyword extraction method based on the Tag-TextRank [8]. The method is on the basis of TextRank. By introducing related documents to get the important degree of edge weight through each Tag word the target document, Tag-TextRank estimated the weight of edge, calculated the score, and synthesized weight calculation results of different Tag finally. Experimental results of public corpus showed that the Tag-TextRank was superior to the classic TextRank keyword extraction method on each evaluation index and had good applicability.

Xia Tian (2013) proposed a keyword extraction algorithm based on weighted TextRank by words position [9]. The method treated keyword extraction as word (which made up of the document) importance scheduling. It based on the basic idea of TextRank, built candidate keywords graph model, indicated and incorporated three covers influence to build probability transfer matrix: the influence of coverage, the influence of location and the influence of frequency. Experimental result showed that the weighted TextRank method of words position was superior to the traditional TextRank method and keyword extraction method based on LDA.

Gu Yijun and Xia Tian (2014) proposed a keyword extraction algorithm fused of LDA and TextRank [2]. The method improved TextRank algorithm by processing topic-modeling on documents and computing subject influence of candidate keywords through LDA. In the paper, the method transmitted significance of candidate keywords through theme influence and adjacency relation in a non-uniform way. The study found that the effect of keyword extraction was closely associated with the theme of training data distribution. When data set presented strong subject distribution, the method could significantly improve the extraction effect, but it needed expensive document theme analysis. In the experiment, it found out that the keywords were not only associated with the documents themselves, but also closely related with the document set they belong to (that meant the document collection with similar theme).

Duan Zhun and Liu Gongshen (2015) proposed a user-template construction method based on TextRank [6], the texts user interested in were preprocessed and the meaning of each word was determined. Then, clustering and building TextRank model with the unit of category respectively. Next, introducing three influence factors to improve the probability transfer matrix: the influence factor of similarity, the influence factor of co-occurrence and the influence factor of weight of category. Finally, getting the initial user template after iteration and selecting the most critical items. Experimental results showed that the algorithm could get the initial user template accurately and could achieve a better recommendation result.

C. Introduction of Word2Vec

In 2013, Google opened up the open source language modeling tools Word2Vec [11], which could learn syntactic and semantic information from a large number of unmarked data. Word2Vec uses the ideas of deep learning, maps each word into a word vector of K-dimension through training, and calculates similarity vector space between word vector (usually by cosine distance) to represent semantic similarity of the text [12] [13]. The method has received wide attention in the field of natural language processing.

Word2Vec makes use of two training model to train term vectors quickly and efficiently: continuous bag-of-word model (CBOW) [14], [15] and skip-gram model. Among them, the CBOW model predicts the current words from context, while skip-gram model predicts the context through
the word[16].Word2Vec treats text set as input, and generates the corresponding words vector quickly and efficiently through the training [17]. Because of the word vector capturing semantic characteristics between words in a natural language, word vector can be used as the feature of words to calculate the similarity between two words, which can be applied in clustering, finding synonyms, and part of speech analysis, etc.

III. BUILD WORD GRAPH MODEL: WEIGHT AND EXTRACTION

In this paper, similarity and co-occurrence frequency between words are used as the weight for keyword extraction. Maintaining uniform random surfer hypothesis of the graph-based ranking algorithm PageRank, using Word2vec to calculate the close degree between the words, and combining with relationship between adjacent words to construct the probability transition matrix.

A. Word Graph Construction Based on TextRank

When original TextRank algorithm applied in the keyword extraction in a simple way (Brin and Page, 1998), it doesn’t consider how to process influence strength between adjacent nodes. According to the original literature [18], the score of a vertex $V_i$ is defined as follows:

$$S(V_i) = (1-d) + d \sum_{j \in \text{Out}(V_i)} \frac{1}{|\text{Out}(V_i)|} S(V_j)$$

(1)

Formula (1) is the recursive formula of TextRank, whose basic idea is a node’s importance depends on how many neighboring nodes points to item. For a given vertex $V_i$, let $\text{In}(V_i)$ be the set of vertices that point to it (predecessors), and let $\text{Out}(V_j)$ be the set of vertices that vertex $V_i$ points to (successors). Where $d$ is a damping factor that can be set between 0 and 1 ($d$ is usually set to 0.85), whose original meaning stands for the probability of a user continuing browsing the next page back at any time in the PageRank [19]. It has the role of integrating into the model the probability of jumping from a given vertex to another random vertex in the graph. Applicable to the TextRank, it indicates the probability of each node with 1-d random jumps to other nodes without any edge of the connection between two nodes, which ensures that the algorithm can converge in any graph.

Then, the “strength” of the connection between two vertices is incorporated into the model, which defined as a weight $w_{ij}$ added to the corresponding edge. The score of a vertex $V_i$ with weight is defined as follows:

$$WS(V_i) = (1-d) + d \sum_{j \in \text{In}(V_i)} \frac{w_{ij}}{\sum_{k \in \text{Out}(V_j)} w_{jk}} WS(V_j)$$

(2)

In the paper, a research was done on how to calculate the weight $w_{ij}$ to improve the performance of the algorithm.

B. Weight Assignment by Word2Vec and the Number of Co-occurrence of Words

Once the weight connects the two vertices is established, it will no longer be changed.

For any two nodes, the influence of one node passes to the other through its directed edge. The weight of the edge determines the final score vertex $V_j$ obtained from vertex $V_i$. The weight is mainly composed of two parts: the proportion of co-occurrence frequency of vertex $V_i$ and vertex $V_j$ to all nodes connected to vertex $V_i$ in the full text and the similarity of vertex $V_i$ and vertex $V_j$. A specific model is shown in figure 2.

![Figure 2. Example of candidate keywords weight assignment.](image)

If the weight between the words stands for the transition probability, how to build the weight between the two words becomes the crux of keyword extraction. Word2Vec is used to calculate the distance between vertex $V_i$ and vertex $V_j$, which can be treated as the similarity and close degree between two words. The score of $W_{ij}$ is defined as the weight between vertex $V_i$ and vertex $V_j$:

$$W_{ij} = (1-t) * a_{ij} + t * \frac{\alpha_{ij}}{\sum_{k \in \text{Out}(V_j)} \omega_{jk}}$$

(3)

where $\alpha_{ij}$ stands for the number of co-occurrence of word $i$ and words $j$, and $a_{ij}$ stands for the similarity of vertex $V_i$ and vertex $V_j$ calculated by Word2Vec. In order to prevent the appearance of the condition that co-occurrence between two words is 0, which leads to the value of $W$ is 0 and a connected graph can’t form in the next part, a damping factor is added, which making the final calculation results of importance score can be convergent.

C. Keyword Extraction with Weight Assignment

Incorporating the weight between nodes, the new score is as follows:

$$WS(V_i) = (1-d) + d \sum_{j \in \text{In}(V_i)} \frac{W_{ij}}{\sum_{k \in \text{Out}(V_j)} W_{jk}} WS(V_j)$$

(4)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This experiment adopts a set of data from Sohu News (a total of 500 articles), and each of the news has been marked...
with the key words (mostly two of every news). So in the analysis of experimental results, keywords extracted can be compared with the manual annotation keywords to come to the conclusion. Precision ratio(P), recall ratio(R) and macro average value F-measure(F) is used as the judgment standard of the experimental results. The three values are calculated by the following formula:

\[ P = \frac{\text{ComputeWord} \cap \text{ArticleWord}}{\text{ComputeWord}} \]  
\[ R = \frac{\text{ComputeWord} \cap \text{ArticleWord}}{\text{ArticleWord}} \]  
\[ F = \frac{2 \times P \times R}{P + R} \]

In the above formula, \( \text{ComputeWord} \) stands for the keywords calculated by the algorithm, \( \text{ArticleWord} \) stands for the keywords manually marked by Sohu News. In this experiment, the document is preprocessed at first, including word segmentation, removing stop words, tagging part-of-speech, finally leaving only nouns and verbs. Calculating the weight between words is used as words's relationship to other words in the full text, while keywords are extracted from the title as the result. In this paper, three, four and five is choose as the number of keyword extraction. According adjusting the regulating factor t, testing the performance of the algorithm. Experimental results are shown in the following table I II III.

**TABLE I. RESULTS COMPARISON OF EXTRACTING THREE KEYWORDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>( R )</th>
<th>( F )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TextRank</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.27075</td>
<td>0.31340</td>
<td>0.29052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted TextRank</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.31735</td>
<td>0.37000</td>
<td>0.34166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.33027</td>
<td>0.38728</td>
<td>0.35651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.33299</td>
<td>0.39024</td>
<td>0.35935</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II. RESULTS COMPARISON OF EXTRACTING FOUR KEYWORDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>( R )</th>
<th>( F )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TextRank</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.25442</td>
<td>0.39068</td>
<td>0.30816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted TextRank</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.30238</td>
<td>0.46510</td>
<td>0.36649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.30748</td>
<td>0.47354</td>
<td>0.37286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.30901</td>
<td>0.47660</td>
<td>0.37493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III. RESULTS COMPARISON OF EXTRACTING FIVE KEYWORDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>( R )</th>
<th>( F )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TextRank</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.25656</td>
<td>0.48452</td>
<td>0.33548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted TextRank</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.28575</td>
<td>0.53687</td>
<td>0.37298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.28616</td>
<td>0.53772</td>
<td>0.37353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.28575</td>
<td>0.53636</td>
<td>0.37286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above table can be seen, the performance of the keyword extraction algorithm based on weighted TextRank in this paper is far superior to the original TextRank. The Value of the regulating factor\( t \) will have influence on the \( P \), \( R \), \( F \) value of our new algorithm. But no matter what value \( t \) chooses, the new algorithm of all scores are higher than the original algorithm. What’s more, while the number of keywords extracted is changed in each new, precision of weighted TextRank changes slightly, but all the results are superior to the original TextRank in the same condition.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, we introduced the basic idea of TextRank used as keyword extraction and process of constructing candidate keywords graph model, and put forward the method that made use of Word2Vec to calculate the close degree of words and considered co-occurrence frequency between two words in the text as the transition probability to calculate transition probability between the candidate keywords to build a probability transfer matrix. Then, we used it as the theme words influence to improve the iterative calculation formula of calculating the score of words. Experimental results showed that the improved weighted TextRank algorithm could improve accuracy and coverage of extracting keywords.

Next work: The experiment found that in addition to the exactly right keywords, some other keywords were mostly similar with the artificial marked keywords. However, these words were not treated as the accurately computed results properly reflected in precision, recall and F-measure value. According to this situation, we will focus on solving the problem of synonyms in the following research.
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